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Don’t Retire Kid: New Movement to Keep Kids in Sports
There has been a
recent study that has found the
average child quits sports at age
11. The study completed by the
Aspen Institute through Utah
State University looked into the
youth sports sector and the
influences and pressures for
young kids. The study’s findings
have prompted a campaign
called “Don’t Retire Kid” that
launched in August.
The study found that a
kid’s interest in sports begins to
wane as they approach adolescent age. There has long been
stereotypes that associate with
youth sports as a way to develop skills to earn scholarships,
but the study showed that both
kids and parents alike want the
experiencing of athletics to be
fun. Since 2008 the percentage
of children participating in team
sports dropped 7% from 45% to
38%. The study cited two reasons, in addition to lack of fun,
that has caused young athletes
to quit: coaches and cost. The

average quitting
age of 11 for
hockey players,
after 3-4 years
of participation.

limited training coaches receive
impact a player’s ability to develop properly. Conversely,
athletes that had trained coaches dropped out less. The second impact was cost. Cost has
increased drastically in the past
two decades, and community
programs that once had a foothold on development have now
been taken over by travel clubs.
Ice Hockey was cited
as the costliest sport per year
with an average cost of $2,583
dollars per player. These costs
include registrations, travel,
equipment, and lessons. This
can easily be attribute to the

Thank you for the Support!
Voyager Hockey would like to
extend a thank you and gratitude to the following programs
for their support of the summer
youth skills clinics! Brewins
Youth Hockey, SWS Youth
Hockey, and Tri-County Youth
Hockey each graciously offered
up their efforts to promote the
programs via social media and
with their program participants!

In all, we saw 144 total
participants in the Southeast
Massachusetts area! We were
able to provide these programs
at affordable rates to coincide
with the collaborative efforts of
youth hockey and Voyager
Sports to keep costs down for
players and parents! We look
forward to having a positive
partnership in years to come!

There is no
question that
youth sports
have the ability
to teach valuable life lessons to its participants
including teamwork, goalsetting, resiliency, and hard
work. In addition, the mental
and emotional benefits that a
participant can receive through
the social network can be immeasurable. The study will be
looking into strategies to keep
kids in sports, play more sports,
and keep the enjoyment of
sports and activity for a lifetime.
For Aspen Institute’s full study
findings please visit voyagerhockey.com for the link.
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(Continued from page 1)
Opinion: Ice Hockey
is the costliest sport for the
average athlete and it often
prices out the middle class
family (50-60k income). The
increase in travel programs,
personal trainers, and the quest
for top-notch coaching has
begun to price the average
family out of the game. It is
vital to develop strategies to
keep costs down for participants and expand opportunities
for more play within the game.
USA Hockey has done a great

job at introducing practice
plans, coaching tutorials, and
cross-ice campaigns to maximize the use of resources to
keep costs down. The momentum to keep more players in
the game and grow the game of
ice hockey is gaining, but it up

to players, parents, coaches,
and administrators to work to
keep programs affordable for a
lifetime enjoyment.

Voyager Hockey Mission and Commitment
“Fun is our
main
commitment to

help players
enjoy their
developmental
experience”

Our Mission
Voyager Hockey was established in 2011 as South Coast
Sports, and later rebranded as
Voyager Hockey. Its goal is
to provide a quality and affordable way to improve young
hockey players between the
ages of 5 to 19 (Squirts to Post
Grad). Voyager Hockey focuses on the basics of the game of
hockey: skating, puck handling,
shooting, timing, and combat
drills to ensure a player is

properly prepared to advance
to the next level. Voyager
Hockey uses a variety of highintensity drills that keep an uptempo pace to maximize a
player’s repetitions throughout
each skill session.

Our Commitment
Voyager Hockey is committed
to progression of the game’s
basic skills, and the progression
that leads young hockey players
to their highest level of attaina-

ble skill development. Intensity,
Hard-work, dedication, perseverance are Voyager’s foundations for player skill development during skill sessions. It is
through our implementation of
a rigorous on-ice training program, that we focus on developing a well-rounded young
athlete that is prepared to take
on the game to achieve their
personal goals. Fun is our main
commitment to help players
enjoy their developmental experience.

Alumni Update: Where are they Now?
DJ Goldstein & Brett
Strawn

Brett Strawn and DJ Goldstein celebrate their
NE-10 Championship!

Goldstein and Strawn, both
Wareham natives, saw their
collegiate season end last year
with a Northeast-10 title!
Strawn, a senior finished his
season with 23 points. Goldstein, a junior, finished with 9
points and will look to continue
where he left off. Both Goldstein and Strawn are long-time
summer clinic attendees.

Noah Strawn
Strawn (pictured to the left)
has committed to Endicott
College. The rising D3 program was the right fit for
Strawn. Strawn has sepnd the
last two seasons with the CT
Rangers of NCDC USPHL.
Prior to his junior career,
Strawn helped Old Rochester
reach the MIAA Division 3
Championship game, accumulating 94 points in the process
that season.

